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Complex Assessment of Functional Activity of Chang Liver Cell Culture in Blood Serum of Patients with Liver Diseases of Various Etiology

Immortalized cell culture of hepatocytes, Chang liver, is one of the candidates for the use in “bioartificial liver” systems.

The aim of the investigation was to evaluate the possibility of using the Chang liver cell culture as a bioreactor cell kit making a complex study of biochemical parameters of its effect on the blood serum of patients with liver diseases of various etiology.

Materials and Methods. Samples of blood serum from two groups of patients were investigated: patients with obstructive jaundice were included in group 1 “jaundice” (n=9), group 2 “cirrhosis” (n=10) comprised patients with hepatic cirrhosis and hepatocellular jaundice. To study the effect of the cultured Chang liver cells on the patients’ blood serum, confluent monolayer of the cells was incubated with serum samples at 37°C in a 5% CO₂ atmosphere with the ratio of (2.0–2.1)·10⁵ cells per 0.105 ml of serum during 12 h. On completion of the process, the values of the main biochemical parameters of synthetic (albumin, urea, transthyretin) and detoxifying (total bilirubin fraction) functions were determined, as well as markers of cell destruction (hepatic transaminases, lactate dehydrogenases). Viability cell changes after exposure to the serum were defined by MTT test.

Results. It was estimated, that complex assessment of biochemical parameters of synthetic and detoxifying functions of the Chang liver cell culture relative to the blood serum of the patients of both groups, is the most informative one. This cell culture is synthetically active to the most extent in respect to the serum of the patients in “cirrhosis” group, while in “jaundice” group the reduction of this biochemical parameter was observed. Detoxifying activity of the Chang liver culture, exhibited in the dynamics of bilirubin fractures, was noted in both groups, but in “cirrhosis” group it was most marked, as it occurred in half the cases. Biochemical components of the serum, in their turn, also influenced cell viability. Serum samples of both patient groups were found to inhibit the viability of the cells almost in 50% of cases for each group.

Conclusion. The results of complex assessment can be used to determine the efficacy of applying various cell cultures as a model system in the development of “bioartificial liver” systems. Chang liver cell culture, according to the complex assessment results, is most active relative to the blood serum of the “cirrhosis” group of patients with impairments of synthetic and detoxifying liver functions.
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At present, the most effective method of treating hepatic failure is liver transplantation: either of the whole organ from the postmortem donor or its fragment from the living relative or postmortem donor, suggesting its future hypertrophy in the post-operative period. However, the number of operations for liver transplantations is limited in our country and abroad: every third patient dies while on the Waiting List to receive a donor liver, mainly because of the organ scarcity and a long-term period of seeking a compatible donor [1]. To reduce the mortality rate among the patients with liver insufficiency, effective extracorporeal systems are being developed to maintain the liver functions till the time of transplantation, which are capable to perform not only detoxifying [1, 2], but metabolic, synthetic and regulatory functions as well [3, 4]. In this connection, since 80-ies of the last century supporting systems, combining functions of blood/plasma perfusion and cell technologies, have been worked out.

Liver support systems using live hepatocyte cultures — “artificial liver” bioreactors — have been developed. Cultures of hepatocyte-like cells in these
systems enrich patient’s plasma and blood with the synthesis products (albumin, bile acids, clotting factors and so on) and are capable of partial detoxification. In order to perform effectively bioregulatory and synthetic functions cells must meet several criteria: to perform the functions of a normal liver hepatocyte (detoxification, synthesis of biologically active substances), actively proliferate (accumulating minimum 400 g of biomass volume) in the composition of bioreactor, function in the continuous contact with the plasma of patients having acute liver failure [5].

There are several approaches to creation of optimally acting cell lines in the composition of bioreactors, of which application of immortalized and genetically modified lines of animal and human hepatocytes is recognized to be most promising [6]. These cells possess unlimited but controlled capability to division and preserve the main biological characteristics and functions of primary hepatocytes [7]. Various immortalized cell lines of hepatocytes are used: P1CM-19 line from 8-day-old porcine embryo [8], human immortalized lines of hepatocyte-like cells HepZ [9], HepG2 [10], cBAL111 [11]. Chang liver line, created in 1954 presumably by contamination of normal hepatocytes by the cells of HeLa line, has been also used [12]. Investigators are of different opinion on the possibility and permissibility of its application as a model of the normal hepatocyte because of its oncogenic potential [13], however, a sufficient number of research groups, engaged in the problem of making “bioartificial liver” bioreactors, consider the Chang liver line to be one of the candidates of using it in the composition of artificial systems [14].

More than two decades have passed since the advent of the first bioreactors. Many technical solutions have been found, approaches to the cell culturing improved. There have been designed systems, which successfully undergone clinical trials, and one of them ELAD system (Vital Therapies, Inc., USA) is already being used in the clinic [15]. But plenty of problems in the field of cell technologies remained unsolved, including those connected with the increase of life time of hepatocyte cultures. To prolong the functional life of hepatocytes, investigations are being carried on to create bioactive matrixes, to seek for new engineering solutions to provide the cells with oxygen and all the necessary substances.

The aim of the investigation was to evaluate the possibility of using Chang liver cell culture as a cell kit for a bioreactor by a complex study of biochemical parameters of its effect on the blood serum of patients with hepatic diseases of various etiology.

Materials and Methods. Chang liver cell line (ATCC®CCL-13™; Scientific Research Institute of Virology of Russian Academy of Medical Sciences, Russia) was used in the work. The cells were cultured in DMEM medium (PanEco, Russia), containing 10% of fetal bovine serum (HyClone, USA) and 2 mM of L-glutamine (PanEco, Russia). The cells were cultured in CO2-incubator at 37°C and at 5% CO2, at every passage stage the cells being treated with 0.25% trypsin-EDTA (PanEco, Russia). Cells were counted by the standard method using Goryayev chamber.

Cell viability was defined by MTT test, based on the capability of mitochondrial dehydrogenases to convert water-soluble 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyl-2H-tetrazolium bromide (MTT). MTT matrix solution (in the concentration of 5 mg/ml in incomplete cell medium DMEM) was prepared for this purpose. The obtained solution was added to the wells of 96-well plate in the ratio of 1:10 relative to the volume of the growth medium, and incubated for 3 h at 37°C in CO2-incubator. Then liquid was removed, 100 µl of DMSO (dimethyl sulfoxide) was added to each well with its following pipetting for receiving uniform dyeing. Optical density was calculated then with a plate reader EMax Plus (Molecular Devices, USA), using 540–590 nm filter as the main and 630–690 nm filter as a correcting one. Blood for serum was collected from the patients with the help of a vacuum system S-Monovette (Sarstedt, Germany), mixed with anticoagulant, and after the completion of the clotting process the clot was centrifuged (10 min, 3000 rev/min), and supernatant fraction was used for the experiments. Blood sampling, serum preparation, storage and determination of biochemical parameters were made in the clinical laboratory of the Volga District Medical Centre under Federal Medical and Biological Agency of Russia. Biochemical parameters of blood serum were determined using automatic analyzer KONELAB 20 (Thermo Electron, Finland), and diagnostic kits (Analyticont Biotechnologies AG, Germany) for determination of albumin, urea, aspartate aminotransferase (AcAT), alanine aminotransferase (AIAT), lactate dehydrogenase (LDG), bilirubin fractions, and a kit for transthyretin determination (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Finland).

Blood serum samples were examined for two groups of patients with hepatic ailments of various etiology. They were collected once before treatment of the main disease. Nine patients (5 males and 4 females) with clinical and laboratory manifestations of obstructive jaundice caused by mechanical obstruction of extrahepatic ducts (cancer of the pancreas head, metastatic lesion of the liver portal area, choledocholithiasis) were included in the group “jaundice”. The average age of the patients was 60 years, the disease lasted 1–3 months. Ten patients (5 males and 5 females) with hepatic cirrhosis of different etiology composed the “cirrhosis” group. Serum specimens were taken when patients were placed in a Waiting List for liver transplantation. Mean age of the patients was 42 years with the disease duration from 8 months to 18 years (4 years on average). Enumeration of serum samples (P-1–P-20) was done in the order of their delivery for experiments, therefore enumeration “breakdown” in the groups took place. Serum sample P-9 from the group “jaundice” was excluded due to the violation of cryostorage conditions. The main biochemical
parameters of the patient blood serum in both groups are presented in Table 1.

The study complies with the Declaration of Helsinki (the Declaration was passed in Helsinki, Finland, June, 1964, and revised in October, 2000, Edinburgh, Scotland) and was performed following approval by the Ethic Committee of Nizhny Novgorod State Medical Academy. Written informed consent was obtained from every patient.

To study the effect of the Chang liver cell culture on the patients’ blood serum, confluent monolayer of the cells was incubated with the serum samples at 37°C and in a 5% CO₂ atmosphere with the ratio of (2.0–2.1)·10^5 cells per 0.105 ml of serum during 12 h. The maximum time of incubation was chosen for the cells not to lose their metabolic functions [16].

On completion of the process, the values of the main biochemical parameters of synthetic and detoxifying functions were determined, as well as of the markers of cell destruction. Viability cell changes after exposure to the serum were defined by mTT test. Synthethic activity of hepatocytes was defined by the increase of albumin (g/L), urea (mmol/L), and transthyretin (g/L) content.

Detoxifying hepactye activity was detected by total bilirubin content (μmol/L), and by its fraction dynamics: conjugated and indirect (unconjugated) bilirubin. Direct-reacting bilirubin is bilirubin-glucurond, which is called conjugated bilirubin, as its free molecules are conjugated with glucuronide radical in hepaticytes. The resulting complex compound is soluble in water and is normally excreted through the bile ducts. Indirect-reacting bilirubin is unconjugated bilirubin as it is not bound to glucuronide in the liver. In plasma, this type of bilirubin forms a complex compound with albumin. Thus, decrease of the total bilirubin together with the increase of conjugated bilirubin and reduction of unconjugated bilirubin in the blood serum after the exposure to the cell culture are indicative of an active detoxifying work of hepatocytes.

Cytotoxicity of the serum relative to the cell cultures was determined by the changes of the content of the cell destruction markers — AcAT (units/L), AIAT (units/L), LDG (units/L). A negative effect of the serum on the cells resulted in the increase of their values, and decrease of values or insignificant changes spoke of the absence of any effect on the cell life activity.

The experimental data were statistically processed using Microsoft Excel and Graf Pad software. The results are presented as (SD). Statistical significance of the mean differences was determined by Mann–Whitney criterion.

**Results.** Statistically significant rise of the albumin level was found to occur in three serum samples of the “cirrhosis” group (P-2, P-6, and P-10), but the normal value of albumin was not reached in any case (Figure 1). Elevation of the urea level was noted in samples P-10, P-16, and P-18, and the level of transthyretin

![Figure 1. Change of the albumin level in the blood serum of patients from the group “cirrhosis” after incubation with the cell culture (light field — before exposure, dark field — after exposure); * statistically significant rise of the albumin level relative to the initial value in a given patient; + statistically significant decrease of the albumin level relative to the initial value in a given patient](image-url)
Changes of biochemical parameters of synthesis in the patients’ blood serum after incubation with the cell culture

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Group “jaundice”</th>
<th>Group “cirrhosis”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P-3 P-5 P-7 P-11 P-12 P-13 P-15 P-17 P-20</td>
<td>P-1 P-2 P-4 P-6 P-8 P-10 P-14 P-16 P-18 P-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albumin</td>
<td>↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓</td>
<td>↑ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urea</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transthyretin</td>
<td>↓ ↓ ↓ ↓</td>
<td>↓ ↓ ↑ ↓ ↓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: statistically significant changes of each parameter in comparison with the initial value for the given patient are shown (↓ reduction, ↑ increase).

Changes of biochemical parameters of detoxification in patients’ blood serum after incubation with the cell culture

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Group “jaundice”</th>
<th>Group “cirrhosis”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P-3 P-5 P-7 P-11 P-12 P-13 P-15 P-17 P-20</td>
<td>P-1 P-2 P-4 P-6 P-8 P-10 P-14 P-16 P-18 P-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conjugated bilirubin (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>initial</td>
<td>55.2± 63.3± 60.9± 55.0±</td>
<td>37.0± 46.7± 56.1± 52.9± 33.6±</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>after incubation</td>
<td>56.1± 69.2± 66.2± 53.4±</td>
<td>40.1± 50.2± 60.2± 63.7± 39.3±</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unconjugated bilirubin (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>initial</td>
<td>44.8± 36.7± 39.1± 45.0±</td>
<td>63.0± 53.3± 43.9± 47.1± 66.4±</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>after incubation</td>
<td>43.9± 30.8± 33.8± 46.6±</td>
<td>59.0± 49.0± 39.8± 36.3± 60.7±</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total bilirubin</td>
<td>↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓</td>
<td>↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: statistically significant changes of conjugated and unconjugated bilirubin levels (in percent of the total bilirubin) are shown for a given patient and of total bilirubin level in comparison with the initial value for the given patient (↓ reduction).

was increased in sample P-6 (Table 2). Notably, a positive dynamics of a synthetic function was found in culturing the cells only with the patients’ serum of group “cirrhosis”, while in serum of group “jaundice” only statistically significant reduction of biochemical values of the synthetic function was observed.

Figure 2. Change of the total bilirubin level in the blood serum of the patients from the group “jaundice” (a) and group “cirrhosis” (b) after incubation with the cell culture (light field — before exposure, dark field — after exposure); * statistically significant decrease of the total bilirubin level relative to the initial value in a given patient
Table 4
Changes of biochemical parameters of the cell destruction markers in the patients’ blood serum after incubation with the cell culture

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Group “jaundice”</th>
<th>Group “cirrhosis”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P-1</td>
<td>P-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AcAT</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlAT</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDG</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: statistically significant changes of every parameter level compared to the initial value for a given patient (↓ reduction, ↑ increase).

In relation to the detoxifying activity of Chang liver culture, statistically significant reduction of the total bilirubin level was established in 4 serum samples from group “jaundice” — P-5, P-7, P-12, and P-15. And in 3 samples (P-5, P-7, and P-15) positive alterations in the percent composition of its fraction were noted: simultaneous increase of conjugated bilirubin level and reduction of unconjugated one (Table 3). Similar dynamics of bilirubin fractions together with the reliable reduction of the total bilirubin level was noted in 5 samples from “cirrhosis” group: P-4, P-6, P-8, P-18, and P-19. Notably, the decrease of the total bilirubin level in the serum after the cell culture effect does not depend on the initial value of this parameter — the reduction occurs both in the samples with low values of the total bilirubin level (P-18 and P-19) and with the levels sharply exceeding the norm (P-7, P-8, and P-18) (Figure 2).

Biochemical components of the serum, in their turn, also influenced hepatocyte vital activity. Serum of the both groups were found to inhibit the life activity of the cells, and the most prominent negative effect was made by the serum of the “cirrhosis” group: the LDG level rose in the samples of all patients, the AlAT one increased in half the cases. Serum in the group “jaundice” did not affect significantly and negatively the cell culture (Table 4). Besides, the change of vital activity of the cells after their exposure to the serum samples of both groups was determined by MTT test (Figure 3). Statistically significant reduction of cell vital activity was established to occur after incubation with five of the nine samples from the “jaundice” group, and with six of the ten samples from the group “cirrhosis”.

Figure 3. Change of the viability cell level after incubation with the blood serum of the patients from the group “jaundice” (a) and group “cirrhosis” (b) (light field — cell viability after incubation in the complete medium, dark field — cell viability after incubation in the patients’ blood serum); * statistically significant decrease of the cell viability level.
Discussion. Various models are designed to study the functioning of the cells in bioreactors, differing in the origin of hepatocytes (human immortalized, rats’ primary), cultivation conditions (monolayer, spheroids on substrates, scaffolds), the origin of blood serum (human, porcine), and the time of cell culture exposure to the serum [17, 18]. The Chang liver cells, used in our work, has been traditionally applied as a hepatocyte-like test-system to determine cytotoxicity of various artificial and natural preparations [19, 20]. Some authors believe [14], that Chang liver line can also be used as a cell component in the artificial bioreactor systems. However, the aim of our investigation was to study the effect of Chang liver cell culture on the serum of patients with liver diseases of different etiology.

Group “jaundice” included patients with obstructive jaundice and developed hepatic failure of various degree. This condition is characterized by bile outflow impairment and deactivation of indirect bilirubin: the reduction of its elimination from the blood, derangement of its conjugation in the liver, and excretion in the form of direct bilirubin. It leads to the disturbances in the detoxifying function of the liver. Blood serum of such patients contain high levels of bilirubin and its fractions; destruction of hepatocytes results in the rise of transaminase concentration — AcAT, AlAT, and LDG as well. Besides, decrease of albumin content is observed due to the compromised synthetic function. Synthetic dysfunction can occur either as the result of cell function depression or decrease of the number of the functioning cells.

Group “cirrhosis” joined patients with Child–Pugh Class C cirrhosis, which are on a Waiting List for liver transplantation. Liver cirrhosis is a disease, characterized by focus necrosis of hepatic parenchyma with the following necrosis foci replacement by the connective tissue. Areas of regeneration from the functioning cells are not able to compensate the lost function of the hepatic parenchyma. Long course of the disease results in the development of hepatic failure in the form of synthetic and detoxifying damage of liver functions. In this case patient blood serum show significant reduction of bilirubin level, and lower values of bilirubin and its fractions compared to the group “jaundice”.

In the majority of works, devoted to this topic, parameters of either synthetic (albumin, urea) [21] or detoxifying (ammonia) [22] function are used as a functional component of the effective work of the cell cultures. In our work complex evaluation of the biochemical parameters of the synthetic and detoxifying functions, exhibited by Chang liver culture, was used, being highly informative for the assessment of the effect of the cells on the blood serum, and determination of viability of the sells themselves. This model helped investigate the activity of the cell culture relative to the blood serum samples from the patients with hepatic failure.

Chang liver culture shows synthetic activity in the serum of the patients of the group “cirrhosis”, while the serum of the group “jaundice” do not stimulate the synthetic function of the culture cells.

Detoxifying activity of the Chang liver culture, manifesting itself in the decrease of the total bilirubin level and positive dynamics of its fractions, is observed in both groups, but is most evident in the group “cirrhosis”, as it occurs in half the cases. Serum is found to inhibit the viability of the cells in 50% of cases in each group.

Thus, the data obtained led to the conclusion, that Chang liver cell culture is most active in relation to the blood serum of the patients from the group “cirrhosis”, where originally significant fall of albumin level and lower values of bilirubin and its fractions were observed.

Our results partially correlate with the data received by Nibourg et al. [23], investigating the effect of cytotoxic components of blood serum of the rats with induced acute liver failure on the cell line HepaRG in the model conditions of a bioreactor. The authors showed, that HepaRG cells are capable to perform a synthetic function (synthesis of urea, lipoproteins) being exposed to plasma, and also display the decrease of viability after 10 h of exposure.

Conclusion. The results of complex assessment of the main biochemical blood serum parameters can be used to determine the efficacy of application of various cell cultures as a model in the development of “bioartificial liver” systems, and for evaluation of the cell condition within a bioreactor. Immortalized Chang liver cell culture of hepatocytes is one of the candidates for the use in the composition of the artificial systems such as “bioartificial liver”.
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